### Links | Description
---|---
#### Front Page
- About 20 men, some in turbans, others in keffiyeh, others bareheaded, sit around two small tables.
- View A Kenyan man in a hat raises a machete against a backdrop of flames.
- View Advertisements for Bloomingdale’s After Christmas Fur Sale and Chanel “Golden Straps” sandal.
- View Cover of NYT Book Review, featuring Harrison, Kathryn. “Strong Opinions.”
#### News of the Week In Review
#### Travel
- View Advertisement for non-stop flights to Barcelona, Spain.
#### Theater and Arts
- View Ad for Fiona Shaw in Beckett’s Happy Days, Brooklyn Academy of Music, Spring 2008 Season.
- View Dense ads for electronics, appliances, and CDs at J&R Music/Computer World.
#### Sunday Styles
- View Wedding announcement for Erica Fishman and Cameron Smith.
- View Photos from Marc Jacobs’ “Arabian Nights” party. Taken by Cunningham, Bill. “Unveiled.”
#### Magazine
- View Photos of notable deaths in 2007, introducing “They Lived 2007.”
- View Ads for Bushmills Irish whiskey and The Smile Train (to help children with cleft palates).
- View A red and blue gelcap features the text “John Doe ’08 For President”, with the tagline “John Doe ’08: For Fast Relief.” See Greif, Mark. “The Hard Sell.”